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About This Game

Play smartly to unlock the most pretty girls in the game MAHJONG PRETTY MANGA GIRLS.
The game is super simple, you just need to link similar mahjong tiles. Your goa 5d3b920ae0
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this game is good but the timer is pathetic realistically you cannot finish many of the boards with ease because the timer runs out
very quickly now if the timer was removed this would be a great game, the waifus are quite cute. currently there is no waifu
nudity unlike the tag listed. outside of the difficulty of matching the tiles this game is nice and relaxing somewhat the only way
to really play this game unfortunately is to have a multi monitor setup.. I will change this review if the game is fixed but at this
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time and without so much as an explination, you cannot remove tiles that in other Mahjong games, you could and without so
much of an explanation on being why. Then the go the next step and add in a really dumb timelimit and for that reason or until
the game is fixed like they did with one of their other games, I would avoid this one at this time.. Truly quality over quantity.. I
can say that I had fun playing this game, but I understand that others might not. This game has a timer on every level that can
help you push yourself to complete the level as fast as possible. If you"re really good you can get three stars on every level. On
the other hand, this timer can make you feel rushed or feel like the level is impossible to complete. The wand icon will show you
a matching pair, can be used three times per level and does not count against you if used. The first level is also impossible to
lose. At the time of this review there are several things I have an issue with. At the end of the level (if you win or lose) there is a
bar that show how many point you got, but it will always give you all of the points possible or a zero for running out of time.
These points mean nothing overall and sometimes the bar will glitch and not be displayed. I have had times when I cleared the
last possible pair, the game shuffles the tiles and the two spaces I just cleared have tiles in them again. Twice I have had tiles
that I could match but was unable to select one of them (I did not test if clearing a different pair would correct this problem).
Another Issue I have is being given three stars when I cleared with one, two or zero stars (some people might consider this a
good thing but I do not). My last issue is not having the option to play without the timer. I can recommend this game for the low
price it has, but only to those that like a challenge and can overlook its problems (if you really want to challenge yourself with
this, try getting three stars on every level without using the hint like I did, it took me about 39 hours).. this game delivers on
every point there are pretty manga girls and there is mahjong. this game delivers on every point there are pretty manga girls and
there is mahjong
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